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On behalf of the Staff and School Board I am pleased to present the 2020 Annual Report for the Fremantle Language Development Centre (FLDC).

Executive Leadership Team
Jodie Shepherdson (Deputy Principal)
Vivienne Doig (Principal)
Jennie Dawson (Deputy Principal)
Nichola Middlemiss (Deputy Principal)

2020 was a year like no other. Our students, staff, community and the world were faced with many challenges that will be forever etched in history. I feel
privileged to be part of an amazing staff that rose to every challenge they faced to ensure our students and school community remained safe, whilst continuing to
provide a quality education and early intervention.
Despite these challenges, we continued to make great progress in our school improvement journey. Being the last year of the current Business Plan period, the
staff and School Board worked collaboratively through whole school self-assessment processes to identify our school priorities moving forward into 2021 and
beyond. This demonstrates the strong commitment of the staff, students and families who, in partnership, ensure the FLDC is a distinctive school of excellence
that meets the social, emotional and learning needs of students with Developmental Language Disorders (DLD).
This report is a summary of 2020 for both the school and the Outreach Service and provides the highlights and achievements of the past year in the areas of
school and student performance, and financial and human resource management. It outlines the progress we have made in the 4 key areas of the Business Plan
(2018 – 2020). These are:

Message from
the Principal

•

Creating successful students

•

Developing high quality teaching and leadership

•

Being a distinctive school

•

Developing positive behaviour and wellbeing

Vivienne Doig
Principal

2020 Chair of School Board Report
Under the guidance and leadership of Principal Viv Doig, 2020 has been a successful year for the School Board. Despite disruptions brought about by COVID 19, the board has been able to run smoothly and efficiently. A special thank you to all board
members for their openness and flexibility to attend meetings via Zoom when required, and their ability to discuss and review all issues and documents within a comparatively shorter amount of time, due to one board meeting being cancelled.
At the beginning of 2020, we welcomed parent representatives Stephanie Faggetter, Monika Jodihardja and Gemma Nugent and staff representative Fleur Aris onto the School Board. Our new board members all received an induction to assist them with
their new role.
In addition, current board member Ryan Arbon stepped into the role of School Board representative on the FLDC Finance Committee for 2020.
Throughout the year, the Board has continued to support the school to work towards the targets and strategic direction set out in the 2018 – 2020 Business Plan and the Delivery and Performance Agreement. As part of that role, Board members were
actively involved with the review and/or endorsement of the following documents and processes:
The Delivery and Performance Agreement 2018 - 2020
The FLDC Business Plan 2018 - 2020
Annual Report 2019
FLDC School Board’s Code of Conduct
FLDC School Board’s Terms of Reference
Funding Agreement Schedule 2020
Funding Agreement 2020
FLDC School Budget
The FLDC Self-Assessment 2019
School Board Strategic Direction 2021

FLDC Voluntary Contributions and Charges 2021
FLDC School Booklists 2021
FLDC School Pupil Free Days and Staff Development Days 2021
Schedule of Business for the Board
2020 Survey of Board Effectiveness
Financial Reports
FLDC Amended School Instructional Time
Focus 2020
FLDC Coronavirus – Response Plan 2020

In addition, one or more Board members were actively involved with the
following:
•
•
•
•

Critical Readers for the Annual Report 2019
Annual Public Meeting
FLDC Finance Committee
School Leadership Planning Day

In addition, one or more Board members were actively involved with the following:
Critical Readers for the Annual Report 2019
Annual Public Meeting
In line with the board establishing a School Board Strategic Direction for 2021 and beyond, board members collaboratively revisited and reflected on issues related to effective school boards such as roles, responsibilities and board composition and other
FLDC
Finance
Committee
evidence-based
characteristics
of effective school boards. This reflection and analysis of the current strengths and potential areas of growth for the FLDC Board will form a strong foundation for the board to work towards developing our strategic direction in
2021.
School Leadership Planning Day
I would like to congratulate Viv along with Deputy Principals Jennie Dawson, Georgie Sounness and Nichola Middlemiss and the Fremantle LDC staff on the achievements and progress they made in 2020 in the 4 key areas of the Fremantle LDC Business Plan
2018 – 2020 despite the mid-year disruption of COVID. I would also like to congratulate the school staff on their response to COVID which ensured minimal disruption to FLDC students.

I would like to personally thank the school, parent and community members of the School Board who kindly donate their time, knowledge and skills to the Board. The support, dedication and commitment of each Board member enables the School Board to
run smoothly, efficiently and professionally and in-line with the requirements of an IPS School Board.
I would like to acknowledge and thank Manager of Corporate Services, Lindie Alberts for kindly giving up her valuable time to attend each board meeting to assist the board to review the financial statements and school budget, despite not being a current
board member. I would like to thank Ryan Arbon for kindly donating his time to be the Board representative on the FLDC Finance Committee and attending these meetings each term, and Michelle Livesey-Giles for her input and communication between the
P&C and Board. This has been valuable and greatly appreciated by the board.
I would also like to extend my gratitude to Viv Doig who provided strong leadership, vision, dedication and support to me as Board Chair and also to our School Board. Her leadership has been inspiring.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the dedicated staff at Fremantle LDC, along with the leadership team for their ongoing strong vision, dedication and commitment to ensuring the best outcomes for all FLDC students.
It has been a pleasure to lead the School Board of the Fremantle Language Development Centre for another one-year term.

Jo Wiese
Chair of Fremantle LDC School Board
10Th December 2020

Introduction
The Fremantle Language Development Centre (FLDC) is a specialist Education Support Facility which provides a
state-wide service for students with language difficulties. It is comprised of a school and an Outreach
Service. The FLDC became an Independent Public School in 2015.
The school caters for students from Kindergarten to Year 3 who have been identified as having intelligence
within or above average range but whose academic and social performance is seriously limited by disordered
speech and/or language development. The school provides specialised language and academic intervention on
an individual and small group basis and offers a very supportive environment that focuses on the social,
emotional and academic growth of students. The duration of attendance at FLDC depends on each student, the
progress made and the appropriateness of placement. Every student has an Individual Education Plan that is
reviewed continuously.
The FLDC accepts referrals for students with a Developmental Language Disorder within the
Fremantle/Cockburn Education District school zone. The FLDC is located across three sites where facilities are
shared with local primary schools. This enables children from FLDC to benefit from an inclusive learning
environment that facilitates interaction with the partner school for play, sporting, cultural events, assemblies
and other special activities. The main administration is located on the Caralee Community School site. In 2020,
the FLDC had a total of 18 classes from Kindergarten to Year 3, with 3 classes at Bull Creek Primary School and 4
classes at Beeliar Primary School. A coordinator at each satellite school site works closely with the mainstream
administration staff to assist with the management of the classes and programs. Some children may be
transported to each school site through the WA Government’s Public Transport Authority bus service.
In 2019, the referral process for 2020 began and was coordinated by the FLDC in partnership with the South
Metropolitan Region Psychology Services and the Health Department. Referrals were accepted for years
Kindergarten to Year 1. Both a speech pathology assessment and a psychological assessment (PP-Yr1) were
required, as well as a teacher questionnaire where appropriate. The Placement Committee interpreted the
information from 96 referrals and made offers of placement to 79 children who met the entrance criteria for
placement for 2020.
2020 Demographics
In 2020, there were 224 students enrolled in Kindergarten to Year 3. As in previous years, there was a high
proportion of male students (73% boys and 27% girls).

Staff Information 2020

Parent Survey
Although, we did not conduct a new school survey in 2020, we continued to work on key aspects of performance and operations
as reflected in our 2019 survey along with ongoing feedback. This forms part of our school self assessment processes in
identifying priority areas for school improvement.

Our previous results from
Parent School Survey have
been extremely positive. The
majority of responses have
been within the ‘Agree’ and
‘Strongly Agree’ range.

Open lines of communication to foster
positive partnerships. We seek and act on
feedback from parent workshops, case
conferences and everyday communication
such as phone, communication books,
email and SeeSaw.
We have a dedicated Deputy Principal
Student Services and Deputy Principal
Teaching and Learning that provides
exceptional leadership in supporting our
students, staff and families.
Continued with parent workshops when
we could throughout the year, particularly
in the areas of Oral Language, Literacy, and
Social/Emotional Development.

Collaboration with the School
Board to develop and conduct
a new School Survey in 2021
that will seek feedback on
specific areas of our new
Business Plan (2021-2024)

Leavers Assembly at each site

Story Dog

Excursions

2020 Highlights
Although there were many
disruptions in 2020 that
impacted on extra curricular
activities, we were still very
fortunate to be able to be
involved in many exciting
achievements and
opportunities in 2020.

NAIDOC Assembly

Book Week Celebrations

Big Day Out

These are some of the
highlights.

Business Plan
Independent Public Schools develop a Business Plan that outlines their long-term strategic planning. The FLDC
Business Plan (2018-2020) was developed collaboratively by FLDC staff and the School Board and was informed
by performance data and surveys, quality research, Department of Education (DoE) Strategic Plan, and DoE
Focus documents. The FLDC Business Plan communicates to all staff, parents and the community the strategic
direction of our school and identifies what we want to achieve over a 3-year period. The FLDC regularly reports
to the School Board on its progress towards the achievement of the Business Plan (2018 – 2020) targets.
Through the development of the FLDC Business Plan, the school and school community have a shared
commitment for the future direction of the school.
The purpose of the 2020 Annual Report is to report on how the school is tracking against the FLDC Busines Plan
(2018-2020) targets. The FLDC’s achievements are reviewed against the following areas of the Business Plan:
• Creating successful students
• Developing high quality teaching and leadership
• Being a distinctive school
• Developing positive behaviour and wellbeing

Creating
Successful
Students
Highlights

•

Continued to ensure the best outcomes for students with Developmental
Language Disorder (DLD) is central to all teaching and learning.

•

Oral language, literacy, numeracy and social/emotional wellbeing continued to
be major school priorities.

•

Time allocated for staff to participate in Professional Learning Clusters (PLCs),
focusing on student data analysis through disciplined dialogue.

•

Specialist language intervention that includes whole class, small group and
individual language sessions.

•

Continued to engage with experts in the field of DLD in order to stay abreast
of evidence-based practices.

•

Continued working within the Response to Intervention Model.

•

All students have an Individual Education Plans (IEP) to guide the teaching and
learning specific to their individual needs. IEP Review meetings were
conducted each term with classroom teacher, Deputy Principal, Principal and
Speech Pathologist.

•

Use of digital technologies to support student learning.

•

Attainment of Partnership Acceptance Learning Sharing (PALS) grant to
support the Department of Education initiative to promote reconciliation in
the local community.

•

Trialled the implementation of the InitiaLit with a pilot group of classroom
teachers.

Creating Successful Students

HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

75% of students will increase
their percentile rank by five or
more on the Sutherland
Phonological Awareness Test
Revised (SPAT-R).
Outcome: Target achieved 91% of students increase their
percentile rank by five or
more on the Sutherland
Phonological Awareness Test
Revised (SPAT-R).

HOW DO WE KNOW?
Assessed students using using
SPAT-R.
Due to a change in our
assessment schedule, a total
of 86 students were assessed
61 exiting students and 25
students from classes where
teachers chose to reassess to
review their progress.
78 of these students increased
their percentile rank by five or
more (91%).

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Continue implementation of
whole school structured
synthetic phonics programs
and training to continue to
improve in the areas of
Phonological Awareness and
literacy – Kilpatrick, PreLit,
InitiaLit & Letters and Sounds.
Review of PA Assessment and
instruction.
Tier 2 & 3 intervention
targeting students identified
at risk.
Comprehensive transition
process to support exiting
Year 3 students who
demonstrate significant ongoing language difficulties.

Creating Successful Students
T1
Mean

T4
Mean

Mean
Growth
T1-T4

Effect
Size

%
Students
made
progress

Kindy

35.8

61.5

25.7

2.07

93.3

PP

54

125.2

71.2

2.52

100

1

95.3

172.8

77.5

1.83

100

2

129.2

212.8

83.6

1.70

100

3

171.3

230.9

59.6

1.46

97.14

HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

80% of year 1-3 students will
demonstrate progress in
writing as demonstrated on
whole school writing
assessments.
Outcome: Target achieved 99% of students (Years 1 – 3)
demonstrated progress in
their Brightpath Writing
Assessment.

HOW DO WE KNOW?
In 2020, student progress in
writing was measuring using
Brightpath Assessment.
Continued to review our
English assessments,
intervention programs and
data collection processes
throughout the year to
ensure they continue to have
maximum impact.
Added Narrative writing to
suite of Brightpath
assessment samples and
analysis.

WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO IMPROVE?
Further investigation through
Brightpath to determine
good progress and what
“year on year growth” should
look like.
Closer investigation of
students not making
progress and ensuring
rigorous case management
and Tier 3 intervention.
Literacy Coach appointed to
support tiered literacy
intervention, and rigorous
interrogation of data to
inform practice.

Creating Successful
Students
HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target
80% of Year 1 students will be working
in Phase 3 of Letters and Sounds by the
end of the year.

Outcome: Target achieved - 85% of
Year 1 students are working in Phase 3
and above in Letter and Sounds.

HOW DO WE KNOW?

In 2020, all year 1 students were monitored
using the Letters and Sounds Tracking
Booklet.
All students involved in the InitiaLit trial Pilot
group used comprehensive data analysis to
monitor progress.
Thorough self-assessment processes
conducted throughout 2020 to review
Literacy intervention and school Literacy
Plan.
Continued focus on development of oral
language to enhance student progression
along the oral to literate continuum.
Extensive use of decodable readers to
support synthetic phonics program.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Closer investigation of students who are
not progressing into Phase 3.
Ensuring rigorous case management and
Tier 2/3 intervention for all students
identified at risk.
New whole school structured synthetic
phonics programs and training to
continue to improve in the areas of PA
and literacy – Kilpatrick, PreLit (K),
InitiaLit (P/1) & Letters and Sounds (2/3).
Literacy Coach appointed to support
tiered literacy intervention, and rigorous
interrogation of data to inform practice.

Creating Successful Students
PP – Year 2

HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

80% of students in years PP-2 will
demonstrate progress in
developmental points on the
Numeracy On Entry Assessment.
Outcome: Target achieved - 99%
of students demonstrated
progress in their Scaled Score on
the Numeracy On Entry
Assessment.

Number of students assessed

166

% of students who made progress

99%

Average Effect Size

1.17

Number of students with Effect Size
greater than 0.4

158

HOW DO WE KNOW?
In 2020, all year PP, Year 1 and
Year 2 students were assessed at
the beginning and end of the
year using On Entry Numeracy.
On Entry changed the measure to
reflect a scaled score, rather than
development points.
99% of students made progress,
however, the effect size of this
progress was calculated to
measure the magnitude of this
improvement.
95% of students made progress
greater than 0.4 effect size,
demonstrating a greater than
average improvement.

WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO IMPROVE?
Closer investigation of students
who are not progressing as well
and develop Tier 2/3 intervention
for all students identified at risk.
Continue development of Early
Counting Skills trajectory and
teaching to ensure that all
students have the essential early
numeracy skills.
Further investigation through On
Entry to determine good
progress and what “year on year
growth” looks like.

Developing
Quality
Teaching and
Leadership
Highlights

•

Continued a strong focus on professional learning for all teachers and support
staff.

•

All teachers participated in high impact collaboration using video conferencing
and online collaboration tools throughout COVID19 restrictions and across our
3 sites.

•

All teachers and support staff participated in Professional Learning Clusters
each week to engage in disciplined dialogue and professional discussions
around student learning, assessment, planning and whole school programs.

•

Implementation of Teaching Sprints to support teachers in continuing to
improve in their teaching instruction and deepen their knowledge of the
science of learning.

•

Continued use of Fremantle LDC Explicit Teaching Instructional Framework to
support delivery of high-quality explicit teaching.

•

Strong shared leadership across the three sites – including Level 3 classroom
teachers, curriculum leaders, site coordinators, School Improvement Team
and Executive Leadership Team.

•

Continued development of Performance Development Cycles to support the
development of high-quality teachers and leaders.

•

Principal, Deputy Principals, Teachers and Support Staff continued to develop
their collaborative partnerships within Cockburn Central Education Network.

Developing Quality Teaching and
Leadership
HOW ARE WE
GOING?

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Improvement Target

90% of teachers will identify
progress in relation to their
professional learning goals
that they have identified in
their performance and
development plan.
Outcome: Collection of data
was impeded by COVID-19,
however anecdotally, all
teachers reported progress
towards their professional
learning goals in their
performance development
meetings with the Executive
Leadership Team.

Teaching Sprints were
implemented within
Professional Learning Clusters
focusing on the impact of
teaching practice on student
outcomes – particularly in
phonological awareness and
retrieval practice.
Performance Development
and Observation and
Reflection process continued
throughout the year when
possible.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Continue investigating quality
assessment to measure
progress in teaching and
leadership.
Restructure DOTT to support
collaboration in Phase of
Learning groups.

Developing Quality Teaching and
Leadership
HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

80% of school leaders will
identify progress in relation
to their leadership goal that
they have identified in their
performance development
plan.
Business Plan Milestone for
2020: Curriculum Leaders
Outcome: Collection of data
was impeded by COVID-19,
however, progress was
reported anecdotally.

HOW DO WE KNOW?
Leaders participated in
Professional Development in
Leadership.
Leadership development
through thorough school
self-assessment processes
and involvement in School
Improvement Team.
Resources were provided to
support leaders’ progress in
their leadership goals eg.
additional DOTT, workshops,
and leadership meetings.
Participation in Performance
Development meetings
throughout year.

WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO IMPROVE?
Continue investigating
quality assessment to
measure progress in teaching
and leadership.
School Improvement Team
to continue developing their
leadership in meeting the
requirements of the School
Improvement strategic plan
and DoE strategic directions.
Participation in WA Future
Leaders Framework program
to identify and develop high
quality leaders within the
school.

Being a
Distinctive
School
Highlights

•

Continued Occupational Therapy (OT) program involving classroom support,
screening, physical education assessments, referrals to external OTs, support
of whole school Alert program professional learning for teachers, support staff
and parents.

•

Early identification of children with OT needs through Individual Education
Plan review and screening processes.

•

OT student placements from Curtin University for 8 weeks at beginning of the
year. Placement opportunities were then impacted by COVID19. Focus of
support and intervention was around Alert program, planning and facilitating
lunch time structured play, intervention for K/PP.

•

Continued to develop the knowledge of speech and language difficulties in
mainstream teachers to improve student outcomes in our 40 priority schools
across 3 regions: South Metropolitan area, Pilbara and West Kimberley.

•

Continued supporting students who have transitioned to mainstream school
through our comprehensive program involving consultations and professional
learning. In 2020, 65 students exited from Fremantle LDC to transition to their
local mainstream school.

•

Continual review of OT intervention and support to ensure it continues to be
quality evidence-based and having maximum impact.

Being a Distinctive School
HOW ARE WE
GOING?

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Improvement Target
70% of students receiving targeted OT
intervention will demonstrate a
minimum of one point improvement
towards achieving their identified goals.

Outcome: Collection of data was
impeded by COVID-19.
Data indicated a reduction in students
who were below average in core
strength from Semester 1 to Semester 2.
86% of students in year 1 to 3 have
average or above core strength which is
an increase from the previous year.

Data on core strength for Kindy students
was collated from the screening.
A pre-primary gross motor checklist was
developed to identify students requiring
additional modifications in the
classroom.
A survey was conducted to gain
feedback on daily physical activity for
students throughout the day to inform
and support FLDC Physical Activity
Guidelines.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?

As a result of learning from impact of
COVID-19 – a new OT model is being
developed that eliminates the need to
have OT students.
The new OT model will be one involving
teacher consultation in order to build
capacity throughout school for all
students.
Continue development of FLDC Physical
Activity Guidelines.
Development of Handwriting Guidelines.
Development of classroom profiling tool
in consultations with OT.

Being a Distinctive School
HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target
80% of children attending the language
and learning therapy group will
demonstrate an increase of 2 or more
points towards achieving their identified
goals.

Outcome: Fremantle Child
Development Services (CDS) cancelled
their involvement in this service at the
end of 2019, therefore it was not viable
to continue with the language and
learning therapy groups.

HOW DO WE KNOW?

The Language and Learning Therapy
group was unable to proceed in 2020
due to changes within Fremantle CDS
service. This gave us the opportunity to
reflect on how we could best support
our students and families from within
the valuable resources available to us at
Fremantle LDC.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
FLDC will be running a Kindergarten
Language and Learning therapy group in
2021 with our speech pathologist. The
focus will be on assisting parents to
provide the best support for their
children at home in the areas of oral
language, speech, social/behavioural
and fine motor.

Being a Distinctive School
% of mainstream schools
participated in 2 or more levels of
service
100
50

57

43

0
2019

HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

To maintain the percentage of
mainstream schools
participating in two or more
levels of service provided by
the Outreach team.
Outcome: 2019 - 43% of 98
mainstream schools
participated in 2 or more
levels of service.

2020 – 57 % of the 98
mainstream schools in our
region participated in 2 or
more levels of service.
90% of priority mainstream
schools participated in 2 or
more levels of service.

2020

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Data collected through
Outreach database.
Feedback sought through
surveys of professional
learning.
Number of schools identified
as Priority Schools has
decreased at end of 2020.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Language Development Centres
commenced their new
Resource Agreement with
Statewide Services. This will be
valid from 2020 – 2022.
In 2020, 40 schools were
identified by Statewide Services
as being a “priority school”
through On Entry Literacy data.
In 2021, 25 schools have been
identified by Statewide Services
as being “Priority Schools”
through On Entry Literacy data.
Development of ways to
support 25 priority schools with
1.5FTE of Support Officer
speech and Language (SOSL)

Being a Distinctive School

HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

90% of mainstream schools
with exited FLDC students to
participate in one or more
levels of support.
Outcome: 100% of schools
engaged in consultation
about each individual
student

HOW DO WE KNOW?

WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO IMPROVE?

A database is collated for all
exiting students and
consultation is sought from
all transitioning schools. A
one-on-one handover
meeting is provided with
transitioning teacher and
relevant SAER support staff.
All transition schools are
provided with a detailed
package that includes,
reports, assessment data,
IEPs, and support strategies.

Trial of new transition
process to meet the
increased demand for
handover meetings at end of
year rather than start of
following year.
Trial involved a Transition
Day for Early Exiting students
and some Year 3 students.
This was very successful and
feedback was collected
through a survey and was
100% positive.

Follow up support
throughout the year (and
beyond) is also provided as
needed (e.g. consultation,
professional learning).

Transition Days in Term 4 will
continue in 2021.

Being a Distinctive School
HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target
The school will maintain or increase its
support of research and action learning
projects at a school-based level and in
partnerships with universities.

Outcome: Collection of data was
impeded by COVID-19.

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Collaboration began with Curtin
University and OT about research in the
effectiveness of Peggy Lego as a tool for
handwriting proficiency.
Curtin University partnerships continued
despite COVID constraints.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Staff continued with Action Learning for
Literacy and through Teaching Sprints
focusing on the following areas:
•Phonological Awareness
•Explicit Instruction in Literacy
•Retrieval Practice
•Colourful Semantics
•Vocabulary.

•

Developing
Positive
Behaviour and
Wellbeing
Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued support and professional learning for staff on mindfulness, developing a
growth mindset, resilience and wellbeing.
Continued having a mindfulness focus at each staff meeting and board meeting.
Continued professional learning around developing social/emotional skills and
ensuring our programs continued to meet our school needs.
Conducted parent workshops when possible eg. FRIENDS social and emotional
resilience program.
Continued school chaplaincy and pastoral care program from Youth Care across all
three sites to support students, parents and staff.
Supported students and families and continued to build positive relationships
throughout this challenging year.
Continued use of positive Student Behaviour Support Plan and the whole school
implementation of 123 Magic and Emotion Coaching.
Continued use of the language of the Virtues and school values.
Continue to research Social and Emotional Resilience programs to ensure they are
best fit for our students with DLD.
Continue the explicit teaching of positive behaviour and social/emotional skills (e.g.
conflict resolution and play skills).
Continued advocating for the use of the School Bus Service to support parents in
ensuring their can attend school on a regular basis.
Continued to focus on strengths and using a growth mindset for staff and students.
Continued our partnership with the Story Dog program to support students in seeing
reading as fun, so they can become confident lifelong readers. The loving, calm
nature of our story dog, Frankie, has helped our students relax, gain confidence and
have fun while reading.

Developing Positive Behaviour and
Wellbeing
HOW ARE WE
GOING?

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Improvement Target

At the end of each semester:

65% of students will
demonstrate ratings of
“consistently” or “often” on
the Personal and Social
Learning (PSL) and Attitude,
Behaviour and Effort (ABE)
scales on the Student
Achievement Reports.

All PP-2 students were rated
on their Personal and Social
Learning behaviours

Outcome: 69% of students
demonstrated ratings of
“consistently” or “often” on the
Personal and Social Learning
(PSL) and Attitude, Behaviour
and Effort (ABE) scales on the
Student Achievement Reports.

Explicit teaching of
social/emotional skills
through:
Be You/Kids Matter

All PP-3 students were rated
on their Attitude, Behaviour
and Effort behaviours.

Connect for Kids
Alert Program.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?
Due to the data being quite
subjective, we will be
investigating a more valid
measure of progress for 2021
and beyond with more
opportunities for moderation.
Investigation around why 35%
are rated “sometimes” and
“seldom” and identify potential
avenues for improvement.
Further exploration around how
development of these skills can
be supported through explicit
teaching.
In 2021, we will investigate a
whole school program that
captures the core qualities of all
our social/emotional programs to
ensure consistency of language
and explicit teaching across the
school.

Develop Positive Behaviour and
Wellbeing
HOW ARE WE
GOING?
Improvement Target

To maintain an average or
above state average rating in
attendance.
Outcome: Collection of data
was impeded by COVID-19.
There is no state average
reported from Department
of Education.

HOW DO WE KNOW?
Attendance was impacted
due to COVID-19, however,
when restrictions and health
concerns eased, attendance
was very positive.
Continued developing
positive relationships with
families and providing
support when needed.

WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO IMPROVE?
Attendance committee to
closely monitor and analyse
student attendance data and
develop whole school
processes to ensure student
attendance remains
consistently high.
Continue with strong
message of importance of
attendance and engagement
with LDC intensive program.
RAP committee and school
events to continue to
develop and sustain
partnerships with our
Aboriginal families.

Develop Positive
Behaviour and Wellbeing
HOW ARE WE
GOING?

Improvement Target

Staff will demonstrate increased
confidence in their knowledge and
use of strategies to develop their
own and their students’ wellbeing.
Outcome: Staff survey indicated an
increased confidence in their
knowledge and use of strategies to
develop their own and their
students’ wellbeing.

HOW DO WE KNOW?

Staff supported their students and
families throughout this challenging
year.
Quality partnerships were
strengthened through regular
communication with families via
SeeSaw and each student’s
Communication Book.
Staff regularly use the language to
encourage and explicitly teach
strategies to develop a growth
mindset.

WHAT ARE WE
DOING TO IMPROVE?

Protective Behaviours will be taught by
each classroom teacher for Semester 1.
Little Highway Heroes/ Highway Heroes
will commence Semester 2. This will be
supported by professional learning and
resources and a whole school approach
to teaching a a common language
around developing social and emotional
skills.
Implement a ‘Good Standing’ reward
afternoon each term.
Strengthen our case management
processes for students at educational
risk.

Funding Agreement 2020 Review

Financial Summary 2020

